2009 Award of Excellence
Ellen Dean
Ellen Dean was born in Berkeley,
CA and grew up in Berkeley,
London, Corfu (Greece), San Jose
(Costa Rica), Manhattan, and
Champaign (Illinois). She holds a
BS degree from the State
University of New York, Stony
Brook and received her Ph.D. from
UC Berkeley in 1995.
Ellen’s work history includes being
a lab tech at Columbia University
and UC Berkeley; curatorial
assistant at the New York Botanical
Garden Herbarium; forest botanist
for USDA; botanist for EDAW and other free lance botanical consultant jobs; and curator
of the UC Davis Center for Plant Diversity Herbarium (1995 to present).
CWSS has presented the 2009 Award of Excellence to Ellen for the important
work she has done to improve the Davis Herbarium so that it continues to provide plant
identification services for weed scientists and practitioners throughout California.
In her own words: “As Curator at the herbarium at UC Davis it is my job to
identify plants sent in by members of cooperative extension, university affiliates, and the
general public. This includes weeds growing in agricultural fields, wildlands, and
gardens. It also includes plants ingested by animals seen at the CDFA California
Veterinary Diagnostics laboratory and forensics work done for law enforcement. I also
help people learn to identify plants themselves and do outreach to the general public to
educate them on plant collecting and identification. This includes a current project in
Colusa County at the BLM Payne Ranch that involves local plant collectors in creating a
plant list, mapping rare plants, and mapping invasive weed infestations.
I would say that my most important contribution was raising the money and
working with multiple stakeholders at UC Davis to move our herbarium into safe quarters
where the specimens would no longer be damaged by insect infestation. The herbarium at
Davis makes it possible to have plant identification services available for all of northern
California (Andy Sanders at the UCR herbarium handles southern California). The
herbarium was in very bad shape when I arrived in 1995, and now it is safe from harm
and can be used to train future generations of Californian botanists and weed scientists.
I also attend weed workgroup, Monday morning weeders, and give presentations
at weed day. I was co-author on a paper in 2002 that listed 315 new nonnative plant
records for California, and I am lead author on another article that is in-press that lists
117 more nonnatives in California (both are in Madrono).
Thank you for this award. It is very kind of all you to think of me.”
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